
Generation Z – The Last Generation
 
I’ve read a lot about Generation X in the papers in the recent past which is
apparently a term used to describe the generation of young people who came
after  the  baby-boomer  generation.  Well  I  wish  to  ‘blow  the  trumpet’
announcing Generation Z, the last generation before our civilization slips into
total anarchy. This is the generation of children coming onto the scene who
kill other children without any remorse whatsoever. They think its cool to
listen to Satanic rock music that glorifies violence and death. They enjoy
playing video games where you assassinate your opponent in a bloody martial
arts battle. They might even try to kill you if you try to take their music from
them  or  their  video  games  from  them.  They  have  no  concern  for  the
consequences of their actions. They have no direction in their lives. They are
cold and distant and appear to have no concept of love and do not understand
why they should have any consideration or respect for others. Here is the
formula for Generation Z:
 
– First, remove the most revered book of all history (the Bible) from public
schools, a book that provides the most tried and true set of healthy moral
standards known to the human race.
 
– Second, remove prayer from public schools and act as if it was something
evil, to be avoided like the plague.
 
– Once Biblical standards and influences are removed from schools, redefine
what is right and what is wrong through a program of situational ethics,
disregarding any concern for the long term consequences of our actions and
the affects on those around us.
 
– Then teach children the value of using condoms and clean IV needles rather
than taking them on field trips to cemeteries, prisons, skid row, VD clinics and
AIDS hospices to show them the truth about unhealthy lifestyles.
 
– Pass laws allowing the destruction of children in their mother’s wombs then
question why children today don’t seem to have any kind of moral compass to
guide them.
 
– Hold debates about death and dying while people are assisting with the
death of the elderly when they could instead be assisting with the love, caring
and pain control.
 
– Spend more money on police when you already have enacted laws that tie
the hands of police so that they cannot arrest anyone and cannot use evidence
against them.
 
– Ban guns, which are the most reliable option of defense that citizens have
nowadays,  when  you  already  know  that  criminals  are  capable  of  killing
someone with a ball point pen or a kitchen knife if they really wanted to (more



people are murdered and assaulted with knives than with guns).
 
– Redefine marriage so that even the most perverted in our society can adopt
children.
 
– Demand freedom of expression and ban any kind of censorship to the point
where children in your own home are exposed to violence and pornography
every day, all day long.
 
– Vote for leaders who are as blind spiritually and as interested in acquiring
money to solve problems as you are.
 
– Sit down and watch TV in all your spare moments instead of spending time
doing something of value to become a positive role model for your family and
your community.
 
– Tell yourself that you and your spouse need to work more to get that newer
house, car or appliance instead of sacrificing those material things for quality
time with each other and your children. Then tell yourself that you are doing it
for the children who spend more time with strangers than with you.
 
– Talk to your spouse like he or she was your worst enemy, then wonder why
your children don’t respect you or each other.
 
– Spend your Sundays worshipping at the shrine of materialism (stores and
malls) then wonder why your children are always asking you for money and
material things.
 
–  Believe  everything  that  the  secular  media  feeds  you  instead  of  being
involved enough in the world around you to know that they usually severely
distort the truth.
 
– Create Gods (and millionaires) out of dysfunctional self-centered people, like
most rock stars, movie stars and sports figures who can’t even run their own
lives.
 
– Avoid the God of the Bible at all costs. Spend time thinking and talking
about anything else, but avoid any talk about eternity and the meaning of life.
Read any book but the Bible.
 

“There is a generation that curseth their father, and doth not bless
their mother. There is a generation that are pure in their own eyes,
and yet is not washed from their filthiness. There is a generation, O
how lofty are their eyes! and their eyelids are lifted up. There is a

generation, whose teeth are as swords, and their jaw teeth as knives,
to devour the poor from off the earth, and the needy from among

men.” [Proverbs 30:11-14]
 




